postcard-sized pieces by Stone, S. & Stone, S.
Additional notes: 
postcard-sized pieces are a set of open scores which can be played in any way – together or alone. This piece is very 
open and there is no right or wrong way to play it, but sparse, quiet and fragile sustained sounds, as well as 
concentrated listening are suggested by the instructions. Some performance notes are included in the curated score, 
but here I will explain further.  
This curated version for fivebyfive explores the relationships between the ensemble, and the ensemble and audience, 
and embraces the situation of Zoom meetings. The audience act as participant as their movements and decisions affect 
the narrative of the performance. The audience will know that they are participating, but not explained how until after 
the performance. Audiences will be encouraged to turn on their webcams. The curated score has a time-space notation 
involving a flowchart and the timeframes are a suggestion for sound to occur; you may start and end sounds as you 
feel appropriate. Therefore, you do not have to play for the entirety of the timeframes, and you do not need to start 
and end at the same time as others. The timings should not be exact.  
The flowchart works as such: 
- Performers play section A 
- At approx. 1’00”, still playing section A, if an audience member fulfils the requirements for section B, the 
performer gradually changes to section B. If not, the performer continues playing section A until 5’00”. 
- At approx. 3’00”, still playing section B (or A if the requirements have not been fulfilled), if an audience 
member fulfils the requirements for section C, the performer gradually changes to section C. If not, the 
performer continues playing section B until 5’00”. 
- The piece ends at approx. 5’00”, but with the gradual disappearance of sound.  
In the performance you will need the curated score as well as the postcards that you are playing. It is essential to play 
from the postcards as I have made them in a certain way, e.g. the use of blank space can be interpreted as silence. 
 
Possible interpretations: 
The interpretation of each postcard is individual to the player and they may be interpreted differently within the 
ensemble. Some are more complex than others. Here are some examples of possible interpretations from the 
postcards included: 
p. 12 (all): e.g. one tone sustained for as long as possible and as quietly as possible (but still audible over Zoom), 
repeated after a silence. The sound/tone may change, but I suggest gradual and few changes. 
p. 18 (Laura): e.g. a sustained sound/tone which gradually transforms over time. 
p. 8 (Marcy and Sungmin): e.g. sustain lowest possible pitch for as long as possible, silence, and repeat. 
p. 33 (Eric): Video document your home to be shared via screensharing on Zoom. This documentation may take place 
anywhere within the home, e.g. looking out of a window, in the kitchen, your workspace etc. The video may be still or 
moving and may be edited in any way. When screensharing, ensure that the beginning and end of sound are gradual 
and not abrupt. Due to the indeterminate nature of the piece, I recommend recording approximately 3-4 minutes of 
footage.  
p. 27 (Haeyeun): The blank postcard could be interpreted as silence/listening, or free improvisation.  
P. 25 (Laura and Marcy): e.g. taking it in turns to breathe through or against your instruments. 
p. 21 (Sungmin, Eric and Haeyeun): e.g. sustain a tone or cluster for as long as possible and repeat. As there are no 
clefs, the performers may choose. 
Extended techniques are encouraged to produce sustained sounds, e.g. bowed piano strings (horsehair or Ebow), and 
bowed guitar. 
 
 
How to set up Zoom: 
Although this piece embraces lag and the instability of sound, there are several settings that will make the sound/video 
better.  
- Plug straight into the router with an ethernet cable.  
- Try to use an external microphone and headphones. The external microphone will improve the quality of 
sound and headphones prevent echo. You’ll also hear the quieter sounds much better. 
- ‘Turn on original sound’ in Zoom (top left on a PC and you’ll have to do this every time you join a Zoom session):  
 
 
- In the audio settings, turn off ‘automatically adjust volume’. This should stop sounds suddenly jumping out or 
being cut as much.  
 
 
 
- When screensharing, ensure that Zoom recognises the programme you’re using to play the video (select the 
specific page in the screensharing pop-up). Some programmes are not recognised and other people will see 
the device’s background instead. For video with sound, select ‘share computer sound’ before screensharing 
on the bottom left of the pop-up. When sharing video and sound, you are still able to play sounds. 
- Select Gallery view so that you can see everyone at once. If performing to an audience within Zoom, it is 
possible for the host to override the settings of the participants, e.g. muting and viewer settings. The host will 
have to give screensharing capabilities to anyone that needs to screen share.  
- Prior to rehearsal/performance, check audio levels which can be adjusted in Zoom as well as on the device. 
Already have the video ready to play in another programme or tab. Check the levels of the video in Zoom too.  
- Don’t forget to press the record button in Zoom! 
 
Examples of postcard-sized pieces: 
Alwynne Pritchard p. 7 (for voice and space) as part of her recorded delivery project: 
https://www.facebook.com/alwynne.pritchard/videos/10158350897218023 
Montrose Composers’ Club curated version played on Zoom (for voice, clarinet, viola and bowed guitar): 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eS-Ol2zO4G4&t= 
Ret Frem Ensemble curated version recorded individually (for flute, clarinet, viola and cello): 
https://www.facebook.com/retfrem/videos/1178674842513215/ 
 
 
 
